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BST Strategic Plan 2018 – 2022 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

This plan provides the strategic direction for the Bible Society of Tanzania (BST) for the period 

2018 to 2022. It is the third strategic plan for the Society and it draws substantially from the 

experiences of the previous two plans, the rich history of the BST, and the trends and developments 

in the environment in which it operates. The plan re-affirms the mandate, vision, mission and core 

values of BST and the recognition given to it by Churches in Tanzania as the organisation 

responsible for translation, production and distribution of Scripture in the country.  

Mandate, Vision, Mission and Core Values 

BST’s mandate is “To spread the Good News of Jesus Christ by translating, producing, 

distributing and encouraging the people to use the Scriptures in their day-to-day lives”. Its vision 

is “To see that every person in Tanzania has access to Scriptures”, and its mission is “To make 

available and encourage the use of Holy Scriptures to every person in a language each can 

understand and in an appropriate format at a price they can afford and in partnership with the 

Church and other stakeholders”. BST is guided in its work by the core values of honesty, integrity, 

creativity, commitment, determination, efficiency, transparency, and customer satisfaction.  

Review of the Strategic Plan 2013 to 2017 

The strategic plan for 2013 to 2017 had six thematic areas of focus: (a) Focused Efforts on On-

going Translations, (b) Enhanced Use of Scripture by Children and Youth, (c) Sustained 

Availability of Scripture for Adults, (d) Increased Availability of Scripture for Special Audiences, 

(e) Enhanced Mission Work by Encouraging Scripture Engagement, and (f) Continued 

Institutional Strengthening of the Society. Each area of focus was guided by specific objectives 

and activities. 

 

The key achievements include completion of one (1) New Testament and five (5) Old Testament 

translations (Kimochi, Kivunjo, Kisukuma, Kidatooga,  and Kimashami); provision of Scripture 

for children in diglot formats, provision of a wider selection of Scripture in both formats and 

designs,  correction of Full Life Swahili Study Bible, type-settings of the Swahili Union Version 

Bible (1952) Ed, correction of the revised Swahili Union Version with DC and without DC, 

upgrade of staff skills and competencies, completed the construction of BST commercial building 

(Bible Tower), and acquired additional commercial plot at Njedengwa (4 acres) in Dodoma. 

During this period the Society distributed over 2.3 million Scripture to various audiences.  

Some of the challenges and limitations BST faced in the implementation of the plan include 

embracing and managing too many translation projects, lack of full-time translators and reliance 
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on two translation consultants to cover 10 projects (this was further aggravated by loss of one of 

the prominent TC’s Rev. Dr. Anastasia Malle in 2014), and the sheer size of the country which 

makes it difficult to coordinate any work that covers the whole country. Other challenges and 

limitations included inability to reach out to the TAZI audience with appropriate Scripture, the 

general level of poverty and high inflation that makes Scripture not a priority for most people, and 

increased competition in Scripture distribution.    

Situation Analysis 

Tanzania is a large country (945,087 sq. kms) with a population of 55 million people made up of 

120 ethnic tribes. Approximately 80% of the Tanzanian population live in the rural areas. It is 

estimated that about 44% of the population is below the age of 15 years. Tanzania is predominantly 

Christian with the two major religions. The Christian population is estimated at 53.4%, Muslim 

population at 31.8%, traditional religions at 15.2%, Hindus at 1% and others 1.6%. There is 

freedom of worship and while there has been religious tolerance in recent times the country has 

experienced a rise in Islamic fundamentalism. Religious institutions and particularly Churches and 

para-Church organization play a key role in delivery of social services in Tanzania such as health 

services and education.Tanzania is among the few countries in Africa that have enjoyed political 

stability since independence.   

Tanzania has sustained relatively high economic growth over the last decade, averaging 6 to 7% a 

year. While the poverty rate in Tanzania has declined, the absolute number of people who live 

below the poverty line has not because of its high population growth rate. Though it is one of the 

fastest growing and most stable economies in Africa it is still among the poorest countries in the 

world. The HIV/AIDS adult prevalence (aged 15-49) rate was estimated at 4.69% in 2015.  

There have been significant developments in infrastructure and technology in the recent past. 

These include increase in mobile phone providers and subscribers with networks that cover most 

parts of the country. Internet access has also been enhanced in most parts of the country. The 

uptake of information technology has been high even though the erratic supply of electricity is a 

major challenge. The government of Tanzania is encouraging communication technology for 

enhancing development in the country. There has also been significant improvement in the road 

infrastructure.  

SWOT Analysis 

The key strengths of BST include focused leadership, good participatory management, skilled and 

committed staff, strong teamwork, increased number of voluntary colporteurs, good cooperation 

with other agencies involved in Bible work, very good image in the country, and reputation of 

being a reliable and dependable organisation. Other strengths are good relations with the Church 

in Tanzania, well equipped distribution network, and existence of translation tools and skills. BST 

has facilities that include own building in Dodoma, warehouses, and zonal offices. It has the 

systems and policies that support its effective delivery of services.  
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The key weaknesses include gender imbalance in governing bodies, gaps in areas such as 

information technology and work overload in some departments, low education and qualifications 

of some staff, low knowledge of the Society locally even among the Christian community, and 

limited number of translators and translation consultants. Other weaknesses are distribution 

infrastructure that does not cover most parts of the country and zones which are not fully 

established, lack of Scriptures for some specific target groups, and BST not utilising scientific 

research in its operations. There is unutilised space in Bible House, website has not been fully 

developed, erratic internet connectivity, and some policies that have not been implemented 

because of the operational situation. A significant part of BST’s financial resources is from 

external sources. 

The political stability in Tanzania provides BST with opportunity and the freedom to distribute 

Scriptures more freely while the consistent growth of the economy provides increasing disposable 

income which means more people can purchase Scripture. There is huge demand for Scripture 

with the large number of tribes in Tanzania. Swahili being a national language creates a large 

potential market for distribution of Scriptures in Kiswahili. In addition, existence of special groups 

provides opportunity for response to their special needs through Scriptures. The numerical Church 

growth in Tanzania means a growing demand for Scriptures. The developments in information and 

communication technology provide opportunity for BST to improve its efficiency in its operations. 

There is favourable policy on tax exemptions for religious organisations which makes the cost of 

Scripture more affordable. 

The growing political rivalries could threaten the political stability that exists in the country. The 

high poverty level in the country and the low reading culture affects the people’s ability to purchase 

Scripture. The low literacy level in vernacular makes Scriptures in vernacular to be unpopular. 

Other threats include the HIV/AIDS pandemic and emergence of religious fundamentalism. BST 

is also affected by free distribution of scriptures by some agencies, and the opportunity for piracy 

that is created by high demand for Scripture and the part played by technology in this.  There is 

also possibility of tax privileges extended by the government being quashed and this could result 

in overwhelming tax demands by TRA.    

Stakeholders 

BST works with a number of stakeholders that play a crucial role in promoting Bible work in 

Tanzania. BST values these relationships and will continue to build and nurture them and work 

with them to promote its mission. The key stakeholders include UBS Fellowship, Churches, 

academic institutions, individuals, and partners.  

Strategic Direction 

The plan has identified seven key areas of focus that will guide the work of BST over the next five 

years. These are: (a) Focused efforts on on-going translations, (b) Enhanced use of Scripture by 

children and youth, (c) Sustained availability of Scripture for adults, (d) Increased availability of 
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Scripture for special audiences, (e) Enhanced Mission Work by Encouraging Scripture 

Engagement, and (f) Continued institutional strengthening of the Society.   

The objectives for “Focused efforts on on-going translations” are (a) Complete the translation of 

some of the on-going projects, (b) Publish and launch the five completed projects, and (c) Hire 

and train a Translations Consultant. 

The objectives for “Enhanced use of Scripture by children and youth” are (a) Make Scripture 

available to children and youth in attractive formats and designs that encourage engagement, (b) Promote 

the use of English Bibles in secondary schools and tertiary colleges in Tanzania, and (c) Advocate 

for introduction of Religious Education in Primary Schools. 

The objectives for “Sustained availability of Scripture for adults” are (a) Increase the literate 

audience of Scripture in local and national languages by developing literacy programs in areas 

with vernacular translations, and (b) Ensure availability and effective distribution of Scriptures in 

formats that respond to the different identified adult target groups. 

The objectives for “Increased availability of Scripture for special audiences” are (a) Continued 

outreach to people infected and affected by HIV/AIDS through the Good Samaritan Program, (b) 

Develop and make available appropriate Scripture for people with disabilities, (c) Develop and 

make available appropriate Scriptures for TAZI audiences, and (d) Develop and make available 

appropriate Scripture for people under pressure.  

The objectives for “Enhanced Mission Work by Encouraging Scripture Engagement” are (a) 

Establish a well-stocked bookshop to be located in Dodoma by 2022, and (b) Establish a well-

resourced library to be located in Dodoma by 2022. 

The objectives for “Continued institutional strengthening of the Society” are (a) Continue to build 

the capacity of the leadership (Board, committees and senior management) to carry out the mission 

of the Bible Society, (b) Undertake periodic review of policies, regulations and systems to ensure 

relevance and effective support of operations and service delivery, (c) Promote and nurture 

ownership of the Bible Society by Churches, para-Church organisations and individuals in 

Tanzania by maintaining productive relationships, (d) Establish distribution outlets in strategic 

locations in Tanzania, (e) Enhance communication with key audiences including staff, members, 

Churches and partner organisations, (f) Enhance the financial resource base through local 

fundraising initiatives involving members, Churches, individuals and other Tanzania based 

organisations/agencies, (g) Initiate investments that enhance long-term financial sustainability of 

BST, (h) Continuous assessment and upgrade of BST infrastructure including premises, 

equipment, meeting facilities, and other facilities. 

Each specific objective is supported by activities and key assumptions which are presented in the 

implementation matrix. 

 

Implementation of the Plan 
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The implementation of this plan will require BST to continue developing the skills and 

competencies of staff, and put in place appropriate infrastructure for translation, production and 

distribution. It will also require BST to put in place enhanced efforts to mobilise adequate financial 

resources to support its projects. It is recognised that translation in particular, requires huge 

financial outlays. BST will continue with its efforts of building a financial resource base that is 

sound and will enable it operate in a sustainable manner.  The Society will mobilise both financial 

and other resources from the membership; Churches, individuals and organisations/agencies in 

Tanzania; our traditional supporting partners; and other partners who will find it a worthy cause to 

support Bible work in Tanzania and who subscribe to our values.   

For purposes of monitoring and evaluation, BST will ensure accountability, efficiency and 

effectiveness in the implementation of the strategic plan and other undertakings.   

 

 


